The bears over Europe (for intercessors)
I had this dream on 26/7/2011
I dreamt of bears (vicious warrior evil spirits, Daniel 7:5 refers to them as principalities,
they are normally over Europe and are very cruel and powerful).
In my dream I was in a house with 2 people, one a bit younger and one quite younger
and we became aware of the presence of brown bears in the garden, they were digging
holes and "playing" but they were not there for games and we were quite rattled by
their presence, we decided to take chase, I had a big hunting rifle, the younger person
a small .22 type rifle and the smallest a handgun.
We burst out of the house only to find the bears gone in front of us and glimpses of
them disappearing around the corner, we found traces of one trying to hide on the back
of a pickup truck under blankets but we decided to pursue the rest. There was a bit of
confusion as we ran around trying to see the bears while covering ourselves from
attack.
When we came around the corner they were gone, in the distance was a fence, we ran
towards the fence and saw glimpses of them as they reappeared and disappeared going
up the mountain, just before we got to the fence we were passed by people on
horseback patrolling the fence, we greeted each other as friends in the passing and ran
to the fence.
When we got to the fence we saw the bears "dancing" upon a far off hill around a fire
and one bear was banging furiously on a war drum as if human, he banged so hard we
felt the vibrations.
The person with the handgun did not even try to shoot, I aimed with the hunting rifle
and the person with .22 also did, we aimed at the dancing bears, we shot at the same
time, the .22 obviously fell far short but I shot and killed one of the bears.
Just then I violently woke up from dream and my spirit was disturbed greatly. I got up
wanting to warfare against the bears but after entering the Lords presence and praying
for the protection of family, friends etc before warfaring I distinctly felt to pray in
tongues first to find out what the Lord wants me to pray.
The Bible clearly states we can only bind on earth what was bound in the heavenlies
first and we can only do what we see the Father doing, we cannot just pray random
prayers when in warfare, if it wasn't instruction from God our warfare is futile and out
of the flesh and will bring brutal retribution as we are over stepping our rights. So I
prayed in tongues and was a bit amazed that my tongues weren't warfare tongues at all
but normal tongues.
So as I prayed the Lord showed me Norway, then as I prayed more He broke open the
dream.
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This dream was about repentance, and borders, and intercessors, the Lord showed me
that certain intercessors from South Africa were trying to take on principalities over
Norway after the recent attacks there, now if we have no legal ground and no
instruction directly from God to do so we have no legal right to do warfare over the
heavenlies of other countries (this is why some intercessors sent out to do warfare for
other countries will fly to those countries and while they are there do warfare and then
come back, going from country to country over years as the Lord leads, this is a very
unique calling and I only met 1 such person in my life) and we are then provoking
heavy retribution against our own country, by doing the "unauthorised" attack, not
called for by God but out of their own "flesh" these intercessors left a "bread crumb"
trail and an "open door" right back to our country for retribution.
The Lord showed me to repent on behalf of intercessors praying out of the goodness of
their hearts but wrongly attacking in areas they have no authority. And to pray for the
damage this retribution was going to do to South Africa specifically and to pray for the
countries fences to be strengthened angelically and for more patrols of the fences by
intercessors, watchmen, and for intercessors to be raised up in Norway to fight the
battle on their side.
My prayer request to you. As intercessors we can pray for other intercessors to be
raised up as Jesus said as harvesters we must ask the Lord of the harvest to raise up
more workmen. And as a South African myself I can pray for the borders of the country
to be secured angelically and in prayer and for more watchmen intercessors to be
raised up to protect our borders.
We cannot do unless the Father shows us to do so, even Jesus was submit to that rule
and He explained it to His disciples "I only do what I see My Father doing" that is why it
is so important for us to spend time in His presence and hear His heart on all matters
then we will know what the Father does and how we should pray in warfare.
Pray for each other and for more harvesters my dear friends.
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